
Intermediate  Software  Developer
(DevOps  with  Java)

ES-14310

As a DevOps with Java your primary responsibilities are:

Designing, implementing, and maintaining Java applications that are often high-
volume and low-latency, required for mission-critical systems
Conducting software analysis, programming, testing, and debugging
Managing Java and Java EE application development
Develop, test, implement and maintain application software
Understand the code flow and application functions
creating automation scripts using Jenkins

The Objective requirements for the role are:

Technical skillset:

Experience of Java / J2EE application support, Jenkins, Chef, Rundeck, Linux,
public cloud (Azure) knowledge is required

Required:

Delivering high availability and performance
Contributing in all phases of the development lifecycle
Writing well-designed, efficient, and testable code
College degree or higher, preferably in an area of Computer Science or
equivalent
Availability during non-business hours for critical issues



Identifying production and non-production application issues
Transforming requirements into stipulations
Should have good experience in Chef, Rundeck
Reviews on the architecture and design deliverables and support as an SME
Should be an excellent team player and should be able to take responsibility for
the ticket

Development and career opportunities of the position:

Continuous learning and development
Opportunity to be a part of a new team and experience different phases of a IT
services lifecycle
Opportunity to be a part of a rapidly growing organization

 

These are some of the benefits you will enjoy:

 

Attractive salary & benefits
Pleasant work atmosphere: open office environment, relax rooms, cafeterias,
kitchens and terraces
Job security: Our Partner guaranteed the job to all employees during pandemic
Get in the shape: 24 hours free gym facilities
Career growth opportunities: 70%+ of leadership roles fulfilled by internal
promotions
Best diversity of workplace – 99 Nationalities
Opportunity to volunteer in the corporate social responsibility
Opportunity to network with 500,000 associates in the organization
Work-life balance: Home office opportunities
Learning opportunities: Internal learning programs, alliances with LinkedIn
learning, Udemy and others
Be part of a real multinational team and environment (90+ nationalities)
Develop your career path and grow domain wise (vertical and horizontal
opportunities for growth and rotation among different units)
Learn and develop soft and hard skills (1000+ internal training)

 

Location: Budapest



 


